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Large Deviations of Local Times of Le� vy Processes

Robert Blackburn1
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For X(t) a real-valued symmetric Le� vy process, its characteristic function is
E(ei*X(t))=exp(&t�(*)). Assume that � is regularly varying at infinity with
index 1<;�2. Let Lx

t denote the local time of X(t) and Lt*=supx # R Lx
t .

Estimates are obtained for P(L0
t � y) and P(Lt*� y) as y � � and t fixed.

KEY WORDS: Le� vy process; local time; large deviations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X=[X(t), t # R+] be a real-valued symmetric Le� vy process with
characteristic function

E(ei*X(t))=exp(&t�(*)) (1)

where � has general form

�(*)=2 |
�

0
(1&cos *u) &(du) (2)

for & a Le� vy measure, i.e.,

|
�

&�
x2�(1+x2) &(dx)<�

We also include Brownian motion, in which case �(*)=*2�2.
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A positive measurable function �(x) is said to be regularly varying at
infinity if

lim
x � �

�(tx)
�(x)

=t; (3)

for every t>0. The number ; in (3) is called the index of regular variation
of �. A positive measurable function varies slowly at infinity if for any t>0

lim
x � �

S(tx)
S(x)

=1 (4)

By the definition, it can be seen that �(x) is of the form

�(x)=x;S(x) (5)

where S(x) is slowly varying. Throughout the paper � is assumed to be
regularly varying at infinity with index 1<;�2. Define ;� such that

1�;+1�;� =1 (6)

Let pt(x, y) be the transition probability density for the Le� vy process.
By the symmetry pt(x, y)= pt( y, x)= pt(0, x& y), and we write pt(0, x& y)
= pt(x& y)= pt( |x& y| ). Since �(*) is regularly varying at infinity with
index ;>1

|
�

0

d*
:+�(*)

<� :�0 (7)

The :-potential density of X is

u:(x)=|
�

0
e&:tpt(x) dt (8)

and for symmetric Le� vy processes

u:(x)=
1
? |

�

0

cos *x
:+�(*)

d* (9)

Define

}(:)=u:(0)=
1
? |

�

0

d*
:+�(*)

(10)
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We show in Lemma 2.2 that the regular variation of � at infinity implies
that } is regularly varying at infinity with index &1�;� ; consequently, for all
T>0,

|
�

T

}( y)
y

dy<� (11)

Let [Lx
t , (t, x) # R+_R] denote the local time of X(t) defined as

Lx
t =lim

= a 0

1
2= |

t

0
I(x&=, x+=)(X(s)) ds

where IA(x) is the indicator function of the set A. This definition is valid
for all continuous local times. By (7) we have that u:(x)<� for all x # R,
where the :-potential density is as defined in (8). This ensures that the local
time of X exists; see Kesten.(7) If 1<;�2, then for our process defined by
(1), (2), and (5), the local time exists and there is a version which is jointly
continuous in x and t; see Boylan(1) or Barlow.(2)

Define the maximum local time as

Lt*=sup
x # R

Lx
t

The main result of this paper is the following theorem. Here 1 (t)=
��

0 xt&1e&xdx, for t>0, is the gamma function.

Theorem 1.1. Let X=[X(t), t # [0, �)] be a symmetric Le� vy pro-
cess with exponent �, given in (1). Assume that � is regularly varying at
infinity with index 1<;�2. Let L0

t be the local time of X at zero at time
t and Lt* the maximum local time of X at time t. Then for all t>0

lim
y � �

log P(L0
t �t1�;� > y)

�( y)
= &

;� &1

(K;� ); (12)

and

lim
y � �

log P(Lt*�t1�;� > y)
�( y)

=&
;� &1

(K;� ); (13)

where

K=1 (1�;� ) 1 (1+1�;)�? (14)
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Let Y(t) denote a symmetric stable process of index 1<;�2, i.e.,
Y(0)=0, Y has stationary independent increments and characteristic func-
tion E(ei*Y(t))=exp(&tc |*|;) for c>0. For stable processes these results
are known. Hawkes(6) proved (12), and Lacey(8) proved (13). The result on
L0

t uses the scaling property of a stable process, i.e., for any constant a>0
[Y(t) : t�0]=d [a&1�;Y(at) : t�0] so that, in particular, [Y(t) : t�0]
=d [t1�;Y(1) : t�0] where =d means equal in distribution. This time
rescaling is unavailable for the more general class of Le� vy processes
considered in this paper.

For Brownian motion Perkins(12) shows that

log P(L1*� y)t&
y2

2

as y � �. Here ftg means that lims � � f (s)�g(s)=1. This proof does not
go through for Le� vy processes with jumps since there is no version of the
Ray�Knight theorems for these processes.

Lacey(9) gives a new proof of Perkins' result which does not rely on
methods unique to Brownian motion. Using similar techniques in Lacey, (8)

which considers stable processes for 1<;�2, he proves that log P(L1*� y)
t&Ky; as y � �, where K is given in (14).

Throughout the paper, C will be a positive constant which may
change from line to line. In addition, when a process starts at a point x we
will write Px for its probability measure. P will generally be written for
P0 and similarly E for E 0. All results used about regular variation are
contained in Bingham et al.(3)

This paper is part of my dissertation for a Ph.D. in mathematics at the
CUNY Graduate Center in NYC. I wish to thank my adviser, Prof.
Michael B. Marcus for all his knowledge, insight and encouragement. I also
thank Prof. Jay Rosen, who is equally knowledgeable and valued.

2. LOCAL TIME AT ZERO

We consider P(L0
t > y) for a fixed t and large y. By Chebyshev's

inequality

P(L0
t > y)�

E(esLt
0
)

esy

To estimate E(esLt
0
) we will use a version of Theorem 2.2 from Marcus and

Rosen.(11) Their result was for s # [0, s0) and we are concerned with
s # [s0 , �). The methods of proof are very similar in both cases.
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Theorem 2.1. Let X=[X(t), t # [0, �)] be a symmetric Le� vy pro-
cess with local time Lx

t . Let }(u) be as defined in (10) and let }(u) be
regularly varying at infinity with index &1�;� . Then there exists an s0 such
that for all s # [s0 , �) we have

|E0esLt
0
& f (s) e}&1(1�s) t|�Ce(1�2) }&1(1�s) t \t>0 (15)

f (s) is a positive function satisfying lims � � f (s)=;� . The constant C
depends only on s0 and ;� .

The following lemma will be needed for the proof of (12). Even though
� is not monotone, for large *, �(*) can be treated as though it is inver-
table in asymptotic relations. This is well known, see, e.g., Bingham et
al., (3) Theorem 1.5.12. The proof is a minor variation of the one used for
Lemma 2.11 in Marcus and Rosen.(11)

Lemma 2.2. Let } and � be as defined in (10) and (2) then

*}(*)tK�&1(*) * � � (16)

where K=1 (1�;� ) 1 (1+1�;)�?.

Proof of (12). We first obtain an upper bound for P(L0
t >w). Using

Theorem 2.1 and Chebyshev's inequality, there exists an s0 such that for all
s�s0

P(L0
t >w)�C exp(}&1(1�s) t&sw) (17)

Let s=1�}(a�t). For fixed t, }(a�t) goes to 0 as a goes to infinity and
s gets large as required. Then for some sufficiently large a0 , for all a>a0

P(L0
t >w)�C exp \a&

w
}(a�t)+ (18)

Let w=t1�;� }(a) y in (18) which yields

P(L0
t >t1�;� }(a) y)�C exp \a&

t1�;� }(a) y
}(a�t) +

Since }(a) is regularly varying at infinity with index &1�;� we have

lim
a � �

}(a)
}(a�t)

t1�;� =1 (19)
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Therefore, given any =>0, for all a>a0

P(L0
t >t1�;� }(a) y)�C exp(a&(1&=) y) (20)

Substituting y=;� a in (20) yields

P(L0
t >t1�;� }(a) a;� )�C exp(a&a;� +a;� =)

By Lemma 2.2 a}(a)tK�&1(a) and so

P(L0
t >t1�;� K;� �&1(a)�(1&=))�C exp(&a(;� &1+;� =))

Letting a=�( y) we get

P \ L0
t

t1�;� K;�
> y+�C exp(&�( y)(;� &1&')) (21)

where '>0 can be made small by taking y large. This completes the proof
of the upper bound of (12).

Continuing with the proof of (12), we need a lower bound on
P0(L0

t >w). For this, we use an inequality from Davies.(4) (See, e.g., the
proof of Lemma 3.2, Marcus and Rosen.(11))

Lemma 2.3. For any u, t>0, 0<$<1 and 0<w< y

P0(L0
t >w)�e&(1&$) uyE 0(e(1&$) uLt

0
)&e&uyE 0(euLt

0
)

&e&(1&$) uy |
w

0
e(1&$) uzdP0(L0

t �z) (22)

Label the parts in the inequality above as follows

P0(L0
t >w)�J1&J2&J3 (23)

First consider J2=e&uyE 0(euLt
0
). Apply Theorem 2.1 to get

J2�e&uyC exp(}&1(1�u) t)

Let

u=
1

}(a�t)
(24)
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for t fixed and large a. Then

J2�C exp \a&
y

}(a�t)+ (24)

Let

y=a}(a) t1�;� ;� (25)

then

exp \a&
y

}(a�t)+=exp \a&
a}(a) t1�;� ;�

}(a�t) +
Using the regular variation of } and (19) we see that, with ==$4,

J2�C exp(a&a;� (1&=))=C exp(&a(;� (1&=)&1))

Now by Lemma 2.2, K�&1(a)(1&=)�a}(a)�K�&1(a)(1+=) where K is
defined in (14) and so

a(1&=)�� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+�a(1+=) (26)

Substituting for a we get

J2�C exp \&� \ y
t1�;� ;� K+ (1&=$)(;� (1&=)&1)+

Letting = and =$=$4 we have

J2�C exp \&� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1+O($4))+ (27)

Next consider

J1=e&(1&$) uyE 0(e(1&$) uLt
0
)

By Theorem 2.1, for large u and fixed t,

J1�C exp \&(1&$) uy+}&1 \ 1
u(1&$)+ t+ (28)
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Now consider the exponent. Define

A1=\(1&$) uy&}&1 \ 1
u(1&$)+ t+ (29)

We will bound A1 above. Substituting for u defined in (24)

A1=
(1&$) y

}(a�t)
&}&1 \ }(a�t)

(1&$)+ t (30)

By the regular variation of } at infinity, the 1&$ comes out as a power for
large a. So

A1�
(1&$) y

}(a�t)
&a(1&2=)(1&$);� (31)

From (25) we have y=a}(a) t1�;� ;� . Using the regular variation of }

A1�(1&$) a;� (1+=)&a(1&2=)(1&$);�

=a((1&$) ;� (1+=)&(1&2=)(1&$);� )

Expanding (1&$);�

A1�a \=((1&$) ;� +2(1&$);� )+;� (1&$)&1+;� $&
;� (;� &1)

2
$2+O($3)+

Thus

A1�a \;� &1&
;� (;� &1)

2
$2+O($3)+

after absorbing ==$4 and $3 terms into O($3). So

exp(&A1)�exp \&a \;� &1&
;� (;� &1)

2
$2+O($3)++

By (26)

a=� \ y
t1�;� ;� K+ (1+O($3)) (32)
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so

J1�exp \&� \ y
t1�;� ;� K+\;� &1&

;� (;� &1)
2

$2+O($3)++ (33)

Having bounded J1 from below and J2 from above, we need an upper
bound for J3 . This will complete the lower bound for P0(L0

t >w).
For

0<#<w (34)

J3=e&(1&$) uy |
w

0
e(1&$) uz dP(L0

t �z)

�e&(1&$) uy \e(1&$) u#+|
w

#
e(1&$) uz dP(L0

t �z)+
�2e&(1&$) u( y&#)+u(1&$) e&(1&$) uy |

w

#
e(1&$) uzP(L0

t >z) dz (35)

using integration by parts for the last inequality.
Recalling that y=a}(a) t1�;� ;� and u=1�}(a�t), we define two

parameters used in bounding J3 . Let

#=
a}(a) t1�;�

2
=

y
2;�

(36)

and

w=(1&c$) y (37)

where c is determined by ; and c$<1.
Then

exp(&(1&$) uy)=exp \&(1&$)
a}(a)
}(a�t)

t1�;� ;� +
�exp(&(1&$) a;� (1&=))

�exp(&a(;� (1&$)+O($3))) (38)
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and

exp(&(1&$) u( y&#))=exp \&(1&$) uy \1&
1

2;� ++
�exp(&a(;� (1&$)&(1&$)�2+O($3))) (39)

for a sufficiently large. Using (33) and (32) for $ sufficiently small

;� (1&$)&(1&$)�2>;� &1&
;� (;� &1)

2
$2

as long as $<1�(2;� &1).
Now we consider the integrand in (35). By (21)

e(1&$) uzP(L0
t �z) � exp \(1&$) uz&� \ z

t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1&$4)+
=
def

exp(h(z)) (40)

for z>z0 .
We consider the first term of h(z). By Lemma 2.2

(1&$) z
}(a�t)

�
(1+=)(1&$) az

tK�&1(a�t)
for a�a0 (41)

Note that by (26), for large a, a(1&=)��( y�t1�;� ;� K )�a(1+=) and so
a and y both approach infinity.

Let z=sy where 1�2;� �s�1&c$ so that #�z�w. Then by Lemma 2.2,
(19), (25) and (26) for sufficiently large y

(1+=)(1&$) a(sy)
tK�&1(a�t)

�
(1+C=)(1&$) a2}(a) ;� s

K�&1(a)

�(1+C=)(1&$) a;� s

�� \ y

t1�;� ;� K + (1+C=)(1&$) ;� s (42)

where C>1 is a constant not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
The second term of the exponent h(z) is

� \ sy

t1�;� ;� K + (;� &1&$4)�� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+ (1&=)(;� &1&$4) s; as y � �
(43)
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using the regular variation of � of index ; at infinity. Define

g(z)=� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+ ((1+C$4)(1&$) ;� s&(1&$4)(;� &1) s;) (44)

It has been established that

h(z)�g(z) for z>z0 (45)

We now show that g is increasing for #�z�w. For this calculation g
will be considered as a function of s with y fixed. The derivative of

(1+C$4)(1&$) ;� s&(1&$4)(;� &1) s; (46)

must be greater than or equal to zero to have g(z) increasing. This is true
if

(1&$) ;� &
(1&$4)

(1+C$4)
;(;� &1) s;&1�0

Since (1&$4)�(1+C$4)<1, using ;� =;(;� &1) from (6) means that it
sufficient that

(1&$)&(1&c$);&1�0

since s<1&c$. Since ;>1 is fixed, we can choose

c>c1 =
def 1

;&1
(47)

so that (1&$)>(1&c$);&1 for $ sufficiently small. Thus g(z) is increasing
for #�z�w.

By (45)

eh(z)�e g(z)

�exp \� \ y
t1�;� ;� K+ (1+C$4)(1&$) ;� (1&c$)+

_exp \&� \ y
t1�;� ;� K+ (1&$4)(;� &1)(1&c$);+ (48)
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where since g(z) is increasing, s can be replaced by 1&c$. Using (35), (40),
and (48)

u(1&$) e&(1&$) uy |
w

#
e(1&$) uzP(L0

t >z) dz

�ue&(1&$) uy |
w

#
exp \(1&$) uz&� \ z

t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1&$4))+ dz

�u(w&#) exp(&(1&$) uy)

_exp \� \ y
t1�;� ;� K+ ((1+C$4)(1&$) ;� (1&c$)

&(1&$4)(;� &1)(1&c$);)+
�uy exp \&� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+ (1&$)(1&C$4) ;� +
_exp \&� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+ ((1&$4)(;� &1)(1&c$);

&(1+C$4)(1&$) ;� (1&c$))+
�uy exp \&� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+ (1&$) ;� +
_exp \&� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+ ((;� &1)(1&c$);&(1&$) ;� (1&c$)&C$3+
(49)

Since uy�exp(�( y�t1�;� ;� K ) $3) for large y, using the series expansion
for (1&c$); the expression in (49) is

�exp \&� \ y
t1�;� ;� K+\(1&$) ;� c$

+(;� &1) \1&;c$+
;(;&1)

2
(c$)2+&C$3++
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�exp \&� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+\(1&$) ;� c$

+;� &1&;� (c$)+
;� (;&1)

2
(c$)2+&C$3++

�exp \&� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+\;� &1&(c$)(;� $)+
;� (;&1)

2
(c$)2&C$3++

Using (33) we will need

;� &1&(c$)(;� $)+
;� (;&1)

2
(c$)2>;� &1&

;� (;� &1)
2

$2

which means that c((c;� (;&1)�2)&;� )>&;� (;� &1)�2. Since the right part
of the above inequality is less than zero it is sufficient that (c(;&1)�2)&1
>0. Let c2=2�;&1. Choosing c>c2>c1 where c1 was defined in (47), we
have that

J3�exp \&� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1&'$2)+ (50)

where '<;� (;� &1)�2.
From (23), we have P0(L0

t >w)�J1&J2&J3 where J1 , J2 , J3 are in
terms of y. However w=(1&c$) y and $ approaches 0. Using (50), (33),
and (27) and the regular variation of � at infinity with index ;, we have
that for all y> y0

P0(L0
t > y)�K1&K2&K3

with

K1�exp \&� \ y
t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1&+$3+O($4))+

K2�C exp \&� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1+O($4))+
K3�exp \&� \ y

t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1&&$3+O($4))+
and &<+. This completes the proof of the lower bound of (12). g
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3. MAXIMUM LOCAL TIME

Because the proof of (13) is similar to the result in Lacey, (8) we only
summarize it. We first state Lemma 2.8 of Barlow(2) which has estimates on
the size of |Lx

t &L y
t | when x and y are near each other, for fixed t. Denote

Ea as expectation with respect to Pa, where Pa is the law of X starting
at a. Define Tb to be the first hitting time of b, i.e., Tb=inf[t�0 : Xt=b].
Following Barlow define h(a, b)=h(b&a)=EaLa

Tb
.

Lemma 3.1. For each *>0, p>0

P( | p 7 La
t & p 7 Lb

t |>*)�2 exp \&
*2

4ph(a, b)+ (51)

It is shown in Barlow, (2) Lemma 2.4, that for sufficiently small x

C1$0(x)�h(x)�C2$0(x) (52)

for constants 0<C1�C2 where $0(x)=(1�?) ��
&� (1&cos *x)�(1+�(*)) d*.

It can be seen that $0(x)tc;�x�(1�x) as x � 0 where �(x)=x;S(x)
for S(x) slowly varying at infinity and c; is a constant depending only
on ;. Using (51) and (52), there exists an &>0 such that for |a&b|<&

P( | p 7 La
t & p 7 Lb

t |>*)�2 exp \&
C*2 |a&b| �(1�|a&b|

p +
=2 exp \&

C*2(1�|a&b| );&1 S(1�|a&b| )
p +

(53)

Since S is slowly varying, for any fixed $>0 there exists an &$ such that for
all |a&b|<&$(1�|a&b| )&$<S(1�|a&b| )<(1�|a&b| )$. Since ;>1, $ can
be chosen small enough so that

' =
def ;&1&$>0 (54)

Thus we have

P( | p 7 La
t & p 7 Lb

t |>*)<2 exp \&
C*2

p |a&b|'+ (55)

Let (T, d ) be a compact pseudo-metric space with pseudo-metric d.
The covering numbers Nd (=)=N(T, d, =) are defined as the smallest
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number of open balls in the d-metric of radius =>0 that cover T. Define
the diameter of T as D=sups, t # T d(s, t) and the entropy integral as
J=�D

0 `&1(N(T, d; =)) d= where `&1 denotes the inverse function of `. A real
valued function `: R+ � R+ is called a Young function if it is convex
increasing, `(0)=0 and limx � � `(x)=�. The Orlicz space L` is defined
as a vector space of all random variables X such that E`( |X|�c)<�. It is
a Banach space with norm &X&`=inf[c>0; E`( |X|�c)<1]. See, e.g.,
Ledoux and Talagrand, (10) Chap. 11.

Lemma 3.2. Let X=(Xt)t # T be a random process such that

P( |Xs&Xt |>*)�C exp \&
*

d(s, t)+ (56)

and for all 0<=<D

l(=)=|
=

0
log Nd (u) du<� (57)

Then for all *, =>0

P ( sup
d(s, t)<=; s, t # T

|Xs&Xt |>*+l(=))�
1

d &1(=)
exp \&\ *

C=++ (58)

where C is a constant and d &1 is the inverse of d.

The following result in Ledoux and Talagrand, (10) pp. 300�302, can be
used to prove Lemma 3.2. See also Lacey, (9) for a proof of a similar result.

Lemma 3.3. Let ` be a Young function of exponential type and let
X=(Xt)t # T be a random process in L1(0, A, P) such that for all
measureable sets A in 0 and all s, t in (T, d )

|
A

|Xs&Xt | dP�d(s, t) P(A) `&1 \ 1
P(A)+

Then for every u>0

P( sup
s, t # T

|Xs&Xt |>8C(J+u))�\` \ u
D++

&1

Here C depends only on the Young function `.
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Since P(L0
t >*)<P(Lt*>*) and using (12), we see that only the

upper bound in (13) needs to be proven.
First consider the supremum of Lx

t over an interval I of length one.
Define for a fixed *>1 Zx=2* 7 Lx

t . Let d(x, y)=C |x& y|' where '>0
is as defined in (54). Using (55) we have that P( |Zs&Zt |>*)�
C exp(&*�d(s, t)) which is the first requirement in Lemma 3.2.

The diameter D of (I, d ) is just a constant. Setting d &1(u)=(u�C )1�'

we get a bound on the entropy numbers N(u)�1+(Cu&1)1�'. Let ==*&;

and note that

d &1(=)=\ *
C+

&;�'

(59)

and that l(=)=�=
0 (log N(u)) du<C= log(1�=). Therefore lim= � 0 l(=)=0.

Define I= to be a set of points in I such that supx # I miny # I=
d(x, y)�= and

the cardinality of I= as small as possible. Since ==*&; using (59) we have
that card(I=)�C*;�'.

Now consider

P(sup
x # I

Lx
t >*+*3�4)=P(sup

x # I
Zx>*+*3�4)

<P(sup
x # I=

Zx>*)+P( sup
d(x, y)<=; x, y # I

|Zx&Zy |>*3�4)

(60)

by a version of the triangle inequality. For the first term in the inequality
we have that P(supx # I=

Zx>*)�card(I=) supx # I P(Lx
t >*). Then

sup
x # I

P(Lx
t >*)�P(L0

t >*)

<exp \&� \ *
t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1&=$)+ (61)

by the strong Markov property and our estimate on L0
t in (12). Thus

P(sup
x # I=

Zx>*)�C*;�' exp \&� \ *
t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1&=$)+ (62)

Considering the second expression in (60) we have

P( sup
d(x, y)<=; x, y # I

|Zx&Zy |>*3�4)

<
1

d &1(=)
exp \&\*3�4

C= ++<*;�' exp \&\*3�4

C= ++<*;�' exp \&
*;+3�4

C +
(63)
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Here we used (58) in Lemma 3.2 to control the supremum increment process
with ==*&;.

Since �(C*)=C$*;S(*) we have that lim* � �(�(C*)�*;+3�4)=0.
Therefore the exponent in (63) becomes smaller than the one in (61) as *
approaches infinity and so

P(sup
x # I

Lx
t >*+*3�4)<C*;�' exp \&� \ *

t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1&=$)+ (64)

The result in (64) is also true taking the supremum over |x|�*2;.
As described in Griffin, (5) X(t) can be decomposed as the sum of

two independent Le� vy processes X(t)=X1(t)+X2(t) where X2(t)=
�s�t (X(s)&X(s&)) I[ |X(s)&X(s&)|>1] and X1(t)=X(t)&X2(t)
because the jumps are in disjoint sets.

Since X1(t) is symmetric and has bounded jumps it has a moment
generating function E exp(aX1(t))=exp(t,(a)) where ,(a)=�1

&1 (eax&1)
&(dx). Define stopping times by

T0=0

T1=inf[s : |X(s)&X(s&)|>1] (65)

Tk+1=inf[s>Tk : |X(s)&X(s&)|>1] (66)

Because X is a Le� vy process T1 , T2&T1 ,... are independent exponential
random variables with parameter &( |x|>1)=b. Define J=max[ j : Tj�t].
J then has a Poisson distribution with parameter bt. Finally define

Mj = sup
Tj&1�s<Tj

|X(s)&X(Tj&1)| (67)

M*=max[Mj : j�J ] (68)

We now state a lemma due to Lacey.(8)

Lemma 3.4. There exists an :>0 and a C>0 such that for all *�C

P(J>*)�Ce&:* (69)

P(M1>*)�Ce&:* (70)

P(M*>*)�Ce&:* (71)

Now the proof of (13) can be finished. If J�*2; and M*�*2; for
large enough * then supx Lx

t /�j<*2; (X(Tj )&*2;, X(Tj )+*2;). This is
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because the above union is the maximum range of the process X(t) and the
local time is zero at a point x if the process doesn't hit x. Therefore

P(Lt*>*+*3�4)�P(J>*2;)+P(M*>*2;)+CP( sup
|x|�*2;

Lx
t >*+*3�4)

�2C exp(&C*2;)+C*;�' exp \&� \ *
t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1&=$)+

�C*;�' exp \&� \ *

t1�;� ;� K+ (;� &1&=$)+ (73)

Here Lemma 3.4 was used to bound P(J>*2;) and P(M*>*2;).
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